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1 Introduction

Background

IMPUTE version 2 is a new imputation algorithm for large population genetic datasets, such as

those collected for disease association studies. Like previous versions of IMPUTE (Marchini et al.

2007), IMPUTE v2 is based on a model that was developed by Li and Stephens (2003) to cap-

ture important features of the coalescent-with-recombination process. As in earlier versions, IM-

PUTE v2 models historical recombination through an estimated fine-scale genetic map (McVean

et al. 2004) and historical mutation through a theoretical result from population genetics theory

(Marchini et al. 2007).

Imputation typically involves a reference panel genotyped at a dense set of SNPs and a study

sample genotyped at a subset of these SNPs (see Figure 1, where the study sample is called the

inference panel); the goal is to extrapolate allelic correlations from the reference panel to estimate

unobserved genotypes in the study sample. Most HMM-based imputation methods (including

IMPUTE v1) infer the missing genotypes for each study individual independently, conditional on

the reference panel. In doing so, they use the reference panel to analytically integrate over the

phase uncertainty in each individual’s multilocus genotype.

Rather than perform a separate, analytical imputation step for each study individual, IM-

PUTE v2 imputes all individuals together in an iterative framework. Specifically, it runs a Markov

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that alternates between two basic steps:

1. Phase all observed genotypes and impute any sporadically missing genotypes at SNPs in

the study sample (e.g., SNPs in the set T in Figure 1). Pool phase information across all

individuals that are genotyped at a given SNP.

2. Independently for each haplotype inferred in the previous step, use the reference panel to

impute missing alleles at untyped SNPs (those in set U in Figure 1).

IMPUTE v2 integrates over the phase uncertainty in the data by repeating these steps over multi-

ple iterations and averaging the imputation probabilities inferred for each missing genotype.
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of standard imputation scenario. In this drawing, haplotypes are
represented as horizontal boxes containing 0’s and 1’s (for alternate SNP alleles), and unphased
genotypes are represented as rows of 0’s, 1’s, 2’s, and ?’s (where ‘1’ is the heterozygous state and
‘?’ denotes a missing genotype). The SNPs (columns) in the dataset can be partitioned into two
disjoint sets: a set T (blue) that is genotyped in all individuals and a set U (green) that is genotyped
only in the haploid reference panel. The goal of imputation in this scenario is to estimate the
genotypes of SNPs in set U in the study sample, or “inference panel”.

In a dataset like the one in Figure 1, the main advantage of this algorithm is that it can infer

the unknown phase of the study genotypes more accurately than most other imputation methods,

which use less of the information in the data. Phasing the observed genotypes more accurately

allows better matches to the reference panel, which ultimately leads to more accurate imputation.

Using multiple reference panels

One of the major advantages of IMPUTE v2 over most other imputation methods is that it offers

a principled way of integrating information across multiple reference panels. For example, we

might have access to the HapMap Phase II dataset, a set of population controls genotyped on

multiple SNP chips, and a cohort of cases genotyped on only one SNP chip. This scenario is
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing of an imputation scenario with multiple reference panels. In this
drawing, haplotypes are represented as horizontal boxes containing 0’s and 1’s (for alternate SNP
alleles), and unphased genotypes are represented as rows of 0’s, 1’s, 2’s, and ?’s (where ‘1’ is the
heterozygous state and ‘?’ denotes a missing genotype). The SNPs (columns) in the dataset can
be partitioned into three disjoint sets: a set T (blue) that is genotyped in all individuals, a set U2

(yellow) that is genotyped in both the haploid and diploid reference panels but not the inference
panel, and a set U1 (green) that is genotyped only in the haploid reference panel. The goal of
imputation in this scenario is to estimate the genotypes of SNPs in sets U1 and U2 in the inference
panel and, if desired, SNPs in set U1 in the diploid reference panel.

depicted in Figure 2, where the controls are considered a “diploid reference panel” that can be

used to aid imputation in the case cohort, which constitutes an “inference panel”. In this setting,

IMPUTE v2 partitions the SNPs in the dataset into three disjoint sets: a set U1 that is typed only in

the haploid reference panel, a set U2 that is typed in both the haploid and diploid reference panels,

and a set T that is typed in all panels. The idea is that the combined haploid-plus-diploid reference
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panel at SNPs in U2 may contain many more chromosomes than the haploid reference panel alone.

This deeper combined panel should increase imputation accuracy at such SNPs, especially ones

that occur at low frequency in the population.

IMPUTE v2 uses the same basic approach outlined above to handle this kind of dataset: first it

phases all observed genotypes, then it independently imputes the missing alleles in each inferred

haplotype. As before, these steps are repeated over a number of MCMC iterations. The main

difference here is that the haploid imputation step is performed in two stages: one that infers the

study sample genotypes at SNPs in U2, and one that does so for the SNPs in U1. This strategy

allows IMPUTE v2 to avoid jointly modeling large amounts of missing data in any particular

inference step, and this leads to higher imputation accuracy.

2 Running IMPUTE v2

Basic command-line arguments

IMPUTE v2 uses many of the same command-line inputs and file formats as IMPUTE v1.1 The

following input arguments can be used in both versions, with some small differences as noted:

• <-h> File of known haplotypes, with one row per SNP and one column per haplotype.

• <-l> Legend file with information about the SNPs in the <-h> (known haplotypes) file.

• <-g> File containing genotypes for a study sample in which we want to impute untyped

SNPs.

• <-g gz> Specifies that the <-g> (genotypes) file is gzipped. (Note: when using the <g ref>

flag, which is defined below, the <-g gz> flag implies that both the <-g> and <g ref> files

are gzipped.)

• <-m> Fine-scale recombination map.

• <-Ne> Effective size of the population in which inference is being performed.

• <-int> Lower and upper boundaries (in base pair position) of region in which to carry out

imputation; useful for splitting chromosomes into manageable chunks for analysis.

• <-buffer> Length of buffer region (in kb) to include on either side of the imputation interval

to avoid edge effects.

• <-s> File for aligning the strand orientation of the <-g> (genotypes) file with the alleles in

the reference panel.

1For details, especially about file formats, see http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/∼marchini/software/gwas/impute.html
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• <-fix strand> Invokes automatic alignment of strand orientation between <-g> (genotypes)

and <-h> (haplotypes) files. Only recommended for use in datasets that do not include A/T

or C/G SNPs.

• <-no remove> Turns off default removal of SNPs in the <-g> (genotypes) file that do not

align properly after applying a strand file or the <-fix strand> functionality. This option is

not generally recommended.

• <-o> Name of main output file that will contain the imputed genotypes.

• <-o gz> Specifies that the output file should be gzipped.

• <-call thresh> Threshold for calling genotypes in genotype input file.

• <-exclude snps> File containing a list of SNPs in the <-g> (genotypes) file to exclude from

imputation.

• <-impute excluded> Specifies that ‘type 2’ SNPs (defined below) excluded via the <-exclude snps>

flag should be imputed, with the results included in the output file.

• <-os> Controls which SNPs are included in the output file. NOTE THAT THIS OPTION

HAS A DIFFERENT CODING SCHEME IN IMPUTE v2 THAN IN IMPUTE v1. In IM-

PUTE v2, ‘type 0’ SNPs are those that occur only in the haploid reference panel (in IM-

PUTE v1, these are called ‘type 1’ SNPs); ‘type 1’ SNPs are those that occur in both the

diploid reference panel (discussed below) and the haploid reference panel, or just the diploid

panel when there is no haploid panel; ‘type 2’ SNPs are those that occur in all reference pan-

els and in the <-g> (genotypes) file; and ‘type 3’ SNPs are those that occur only in the <-g>

file. It is most common to use ‘-os 0’ (to output imputed genotypes at SNPs in a haploid

reference panel) or ‘-os 0 1’ (to output imputed genotypes at SNPs in either a haploid or

diploid reference panel; more details on this below).

• <-include snps> A file containing a list of reference-panel-only SNPs to include in the out-

put file; other SNPs of this type will not be imputed.

• <-outdp> Specifies the number of decimal places to use when reporting genotype probabil-

ities in the output file.

Command-line arguments not included in the above list are not guaranteed to work in IMPUTE v2.

If you have questions about any arguments used by IMPUTE v1 that are not listed above, please

e-mail the authors using the contact information at the end of this document.
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MCMC arguments

IMPUTE v2 uses an MCMC algorithm to integrate over the space of possible phase reconstructions

for observed data genotypes. The following command-line arguments control this algorithm:

• <-iter> Total number of MCMC iterations to perform, including burn-in. Default is 30.

• <-burnin> Number of <-iter> to discard as burn-in. The algorithm samples new haplotypes

for the observed data during each of the first <-burnin> iterations, but these iterations do

not contribute to the final imputation probabilities. Default is 10.

• <-k> Number of ‘conditioning states’ to use for phasing updates during an MCMC run.

Details below; default is 40.

The <-k> argument specifies how much computational effort to devote to phasing the genotypes

in an imputation dataset; more effort can yield better imputation accuracy at the cost of longer

running times. The default setting of 40 is a good starting point, but it can be increased if more time

is available to run the program. Note that the computational burden of the algorithm increases

quadratically with this parameter; e.g., doubling <-k> will increase the running time by a factor

of almost four. In our experience, the method reaches maximal accuracy around a <-k> value of

100, so we suggest that there is little point in using more intensive settings (even in quite large

datasets).

As for the other settings, we have found that there is no benefit to increasing the <-burnin>

parameter above 10, whereas increasing <-iter> above 30 may improve accuracy slightly. For

most applications, the default settings for these parameters should yield accurate results while

keeping the computational burden reasonable.

Unphased reference panel

Unlike IMPUTE v1, version 2 can use an unphased (and possibly incomplete) reference panel—

e.g., it can replace the panel of haplotypes in Figure 1 with a panel of unphased genotypes, some

of which might be sporadically missing. To use such a reference panel, you should omit the <-h>

(haplotypes file) and <-l> (legend file) arguments and replace them with the following arguments:

• <-g ref> File containing unphased genotypes to use as a reference panel for imputation.

Should follow the same format as the <-g> file.

• <-s ref> File specifying strand orientation of genotypes relative to some external reference,

such as the Human Genome reference sequence, in the same format as the <-s> file. This

argument is optional, although it is crucial to make sure that the <-g> and <-g ref> files are

aligned with each other (either by making sure they are aligned initially, or aligning each of

them to an external reference using the <-s> and <-s ref> files).
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Multiple, hierarchical reference panels

IMPUTE v2 is currently capable of handling multiple reference panels that follow the format

shown in Figure 2—i.e., a haploid reference panel (usually HapMap haplotypes), a diploid ref-

erence panel genotyped at a subset of the SNPs in the haploid panel, and a study sample geno-

typed at a subset of the diploid panel SNPs.2 SNPs that violate this hierarchical paradigm will be

identified by IMPUTE v2 (via their physical positions) and completely excluded from inference.

It is okay to have a few such SNPs, but on the whole your dataset should be structured in the

prescribed way.

There are two ways to run IMPUTE v2 with multiple, hierarchical reference panels. If you

only want to impute genotypes in one study cohort, you can perform a single run of the algorithm

that will integrate over the phase uncertainty in the diploid reference panel and the study sam-

ple while imputing the study genotypes. This simply requires that you use the <-h> and <-l>

flags for the haploid reference data, the <-g ref> (and probably the <-s ref>) flag for the diploid

reference data, and the <-g> (and probably the <-s>) flag for the study genotypes. A typical

command-line call might look like this:

./impute2 \

-m chr16.map \

-h chr16.haps \

-l chr16.legend \

-g ref chr16.reference.gtypes \

-s ref chr16.reference.strand \

-g chr16.study.gtypes \

-s chr16.study.strand \

-Ne 11418 \

-int 5e6 10e6 \

-buffer 250 \

-k 40 \

-iter 30 \

-burnin 10 \

-os 0 1 \

-o gz \

-o chr16.study.impute2

(Note that, in the command-line call above, the ‘\’ character is just a bash convention that means

“keeping reading the next line as part of a single command”; it is used here to make the exam-

ple command easier to read without implying that you should hit ‘enter’ between arguments to

2In the future, we may extend the software to handle more general combinations of reference panels.
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IMPUTE v2—you should not.) In this example, the output file ‘chr16.study.impute2.gz’ (which

will be gzipped because of the <-o gz> flag) will contain imputation probabilities for SNPs repre-

sented only in the haplotypes file (‘type 0’ SNPs) and for SNPs represented in both the haplotypes

file and the reference genotypes file (‘type 1’ SNPs); the output SNPs will be restricted to those

with physical positions between 5 Mb and 10 Mb on chromosome 16.

Multiple study cohorts

The approach outlined above is fine if you only want to impute genotypes in a single study co-

hort, but in some cases you may want to perform imputation in multiple cohorts (e.g., in a meta-

analysis) that have been genotyped on different SNP chips, each of which includes a different

subset of the SNPs in the diploid reference dataset. Simply combining the datasets for these co-

horts into a single <-g> file is not a good solution since this would violate the hierarchical SNP

arrangement depicted in Figure 2. It is also undesirable to run a full single-cohort analysis for each

cohort separately because this would entail re-phasing the diploid reference panel (which can be

a computationally-intensive task) for each cohort.

In anticipation of this scenario, we have added extra functionality to IMPUTE v2 that allows

you to phase the diploid reference genotypes once, store the phased haplotypes in compressed

files, and read in these haplotypes to help impute SNPs in each study cohort. This functionality is

activated by two additional command-line arguments: <-ref samp out> and

<-ref samp infile>.

In the first stage (phasing the diploid reference panel), the <-ref samp out> flag tells the pro-

gram to print files of phased haplotypes for later use. In the second stage (using a pre-phased

reference panel for imputation in a study cohort), the <-ref samp infile> argument tells the pro-

gram the root name of the phased haplotypes files, preceded by directory information if those files

were not written to the current working directory.

To illustrate this procedure, we now show how to perform the one-stage example from above

in two stages. We start by phasing the diploid reference panel:

./impute2 \

-ref samp out \

-m chr16.map \

-h chr16.haps \

-l chr16.legend \

-g chr16.reference.gtypes \

-s chr16.reference.strand \

-Ne 11418 \

-int 5e6 10e6 \

-buffer 250 \
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-k 40 \

-iter 30 \

-burnin 10 \

-os 0 \

-o gz \

-o chr16.reference.impute2

There are a couple of important things to notice here:

• Since the diploid reference panel is currently the main object of inference, this dataset uses

the <-g> and <-s> flags rather than the <-g ref> and <-s ref> flags.

• The phased diploid reference haplotypes are written to files with names like

‘[outfile] refsamp[iter].gz’, where [outfile] is the string provided to the <-o> option on the

command line (here, ‘chr16.reference.impute2’) and [iter] identifies the iteration at which the

haplotypes in that file were sampled. Every iteration, including burn-in, receives its own file,

and these files are gzipped by default.

• The haplotype files contain only SNPs that are genotyped in the diploid reference panel, re-

gardless of which numbers are supplied to the <-os> option. When used with the

<-ref samp out> flag, the <-os> option affects only the contents of the main output file—

here, ‘chr16.reference.impute2’, which we have asked to include imputed genotypes at ‘type 0’

SNPs for the diploid reference individuals.

• The haplotype files contain SNPs from both the imputation interval and the buffer.

Once the diploid reference panel has been phased, we can process each study cohort as follows:

./impute2 \

-ref samp infile chr16.reference.impute2 \

-m chr16.map \

-h chr16.haps \

-l chr16.legend \

-g ref chr16.reference.gtypes \

-s ref chr16.reference.strand \

-g chr16.study.gtypes \

-s chr16.study.strand \

-Ne 11418 \

-int 5e6 10e6 \

-buffer 250 \

-k 40 \
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-iter 30 \

-burnin 10 \

-os 0 1 \

-o gz \

-o chr16.study.impute2

As before, there are some important things to notice about this command-line call:

• Aside from the <-ref samp infile> option, this call is identical to the single-stage imputation

call shown earlier.

• IT IS CRUCIAL THAT CERTAIN SETTINGS BE IDENTICAL IN BOTH STAGES OF AN

IMPUTATION RUN. Specifically, the <-int>, <-buffer>, <-iter>, and <-burnin> settings

must remain the same. In addition, the string used with the <-o> option in the first stage

of imputation must exactly match the string used with the <-ref samp infile> option in the

second stage, including any preceding directory information.

Analyzing whole chromosomes

In principle, it is possible to estimate genotypes across an entire chromosome in a single run of

IMPUTE v2. If multiple computer processors are available, however, it is better to split each

chromosome into a series of non-overlapping analysis regions that can all be imputed in parallel.

This approach decreases the real time needed to run the program on a given dataset, and it also

limits the amount of RAM needed for any particular run. (IMPUTE v2 requires fairly little RAM,

so the main reason to parallelize an analysis is to decrease the running time.)

The <-int> option provides an easy way to parallelize an IMPUTE v2 analysis. For example,

if we wanted to split a chromosome into 5-Mb analysis regions, we could specify ‘-int 1 5000000’

for the first run of the algorithm, ‘-int 5000001 10000000’ for the second run, and so on; this would

ensure that every untyped SNP in the dataset was imputed exactly once. If we also set the

<-buffer> option to a value greater than zero (the default value is 250 [kb]) there would be some

overlap between the regions used by IMPUTE v2, but the output file for each run would include

only SNPs in the region bounded by <-int>.

3 Downloading and preparing to use IMPUTE v2

IMPUTE v2 can be downloaded from https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/impute v2.html. It

is free for non-commercial use.

To begin with, you should extract the downloaded file’s compressed contents—e.g., on a linux

system you could type ‘tar -zxvf impute v2.0.3 linux x86 64.tgz’. This will produce a directory

with a name like ‘impute v2.0.3 linux x86 64/’, which will include the following items:
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• An executable binary named ‘impute2’.

• A ‘LICENCE’ file describing terms of use for the software.

• A directory, ‘Example/’, containing a simulated example dataset spanning 1 Mb of chromo-

some 16, including:

– Reference haplotypes file chr16.haps with 120 haplotypes

– Legend file chr16.legend to go with reference haplotypes

– Genetic map file chr16.map

– Reference genotypes file chr16.reference.gtypes for 30 individuals; can be used as a

diploid reference panel for imputation

– Strand file chr16.reference.strand to go with reference genotypes file

– Study genotypes file chr16.study.gtypes for 20 individuals

– Strand file chr16.study.strand to go with study genotypes file

• Four text files containing command-line inputs that illustrate different ways of analyzing

the data in the Example/ directory (the text files are also located in that directory). These

files are intended mainly to show how the program is invoked, and you should note that the

settings used to control the MCMC phasing routine (<-k>, <-iter>, and <-burnin>) would

normally take larger values. To run the analysis in each example file, you should paste the

contents onto the command line (in the same directory as the file) and press ‘enter’; the

output files will be sent to the Example/Results/ directory.

– example run haploid panel.txt – Uses the reference haplotypes to impute SNPs that are

not present in the study genotypes file.

– example run diploid panel.txt – Uses the reference genotypes to impute SNPs that are

not present in the study genotypes file.

– example run multi panel one stage.txt – Uses both the reference haplotypes and the

reference genotypes to impute SNPs that are not present in the study genotypes file.

– example run multi panel two stage.txt – Uses both the reference haplotypes and the

reference genotypes to impute SNPs that are not present in the study genotypes file.

There are two commands in this file: the first phases the reference genotypes and stores

the results, and the second uses this information to impute untyped SNPs in the study

sample. The first command also produces an output file that contains imputed geno-

types for the diploid reference panel (‘chr16.multi panel.ref gtypes.impute2’).
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4 Contact information

Thank you for your interest in the IMPUTE v2 software. If you have any questions about it,

please send an e-mail to both Bryan Howie (howie@stats.ox.ac.uk) and Jonathan Marchini (mar-

chini@stats.ox.ac.uk); we will do our best to respond promptly.
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